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Summary 
The onboarding user experience of the social media app Manyverse is not accessible to              
many users, creating a bottleneck in the growth of a large and diverse user base. To up the                  
adoption rate of Manyverse, the usability of the onboarding process needs to be improved.              
In this research we set out to determine the users on which we want to focus in the design of                    
the onboarding experience of Manyverse. In the process we also describe some of the              
characteristics which are relevant to design the onboarding UX of especially the envisioned             
next adopters of Manyverse. The first prioritisation of user segments would be the young,              
well educated, urban, and average-wealthier populations in countries with affordable internet           
access. It is advised to focus especially on the countries most fertile to social media uptake                
and spread in the Global North (Israel, South Korea, Sweden, The Netherlands, Australia,             
U.S.) and on the top fertile countries in the Global South (Mexico, The Philippines and               
Brazil). Within this focus segment we researched three hypothesised first adopters. We see             
that for the hypothesised next adopters common themes are the dual functions of             
(non-political) communication with the trusted friends and family circle and on the other hand              
the following - and sometimes discussion or sharing - of (up-to-date) news, memes and              
niche knowledge about hobbies or professions. Of the three hypothesised next user groups,             
the LGBTQ people (and activists) and the anti-capitalist (and eco-/permaculture people)           
seem the most useful to target due to their commonalities with the focus segment in terms of                 
age and social media use. A fitting next step in the process of determining the onboarding                
user experience (UX) seems to be the Value-Sensitive Design approach. 

Introduction 
Online social media have been very useful to people almost anywhere in the world where               
there is internet access. The situation of social distancing due to COVID-19 makes people              
rely on social media even more heavily than they did before. At the same time the                
centralized social networks are still suffering from harassment, disinformation, and power           
abuse by companies and governments. Several decentralised alternatives have emerged          
over the years to try to solve these issues, with only partial success. Luckily, humans have                
already learned how to handle communication with other humans quite gracefully through            
millennia of social evolution. Secure Scuttlebutt (SSB) is a decentralised and distributed            
information storage and communication protocol which mimics offline human networking in           
its 'humane stack'. Its properties of local storage, routing and identity management give SSB              
inherent benefits in terms of privacy, security and assertive self-determination. Manyverse is            1

the first cross platform mobile app built on SSB. While Manyverse and SSB in general are                
used by thousands of early adopters, they still have some pressing usability issues. To pave               
the way for both more wide-spread use of SSB by diverse non-expert users, and for other                
app developers to consider building on the 'humane stack' the usability needs improvement.             
It is particularly hard for new users to join the network.  

1 Please note that this document presupposes an understanding of how the underlying infrastructure 
of Manyverse (SSB) currently works. A short overview of SSB can be found in Appendix A. 

https://www.manyver.se/
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The onboarding experience of Manyverse should be designed so that its user base             
can grow organically over time - hopefully even with exponential growth. From a review of               
the onboarding process by the designer it is expected that many new users of Manyverse               
stop using it within the onboarding process, because they aren't able to connect to anyone.               
Therefore it is important to make the UX accessible to new groups of users beyond the                
current community of early adopters. Hence the first focus of this project will be to establish                
a smooth onboarding process for new users. 

The goal of the 'Welcome to the Manyverse' project is to solve these onboarding              2

hurdles in usability mainly for Manyverse and possibly for SSB. The project consists of 3               
sprints. In the first sprint the ground research is done for the other two UX design sprints.                 
The expectation is that for sprint 2 and 3 the information sending and receiving of an invite is                  
designed and possibly also other steps in the onboarding process for new users. This              
document lays down the ground research done in the first sprint. Thereafter in sprints 2 and                
3 the onboarding experience will be designed in cooperation with the backend developer, the              
UI designer(s). Perhaps also with further technical research has to be done by developers as               
part of the SSB NGI Pointer grant before actual implementation of a design.   3

The author had several conversations with people involved in the development of            
Manyverse, notably: André Stalz (Manyverse developer), Nicolás Pace (LibreRouter, expert          
on rural community networks) and Zenna (SSB project leader). From these conversations            
emerged that it is still unclear for which users the onboarding UX should be designed, how                
certain user stakeholders should be prioritised, and what the relevant characteristics are of             
all the hypothesised next adopters. Therefore the main research question for this first sprint              
is: What are the characteristics of the users for which the onboarding of Manyverse              
should be improved? This question should be answered during the first sprint. The main              
question is broken down into four sub questions to answer during the first research sprint: 

1. What are the characteristics of the larger identified user segments? 
2. How should these larger user segments be prioritised? 
3. What are the characteristics of specific user groups? 
4. Which specific user groups should receive focus? 

This report is built up as follows. First the hypotheses are given. Then a short discussion of                 
relevant literature about technology adoption prioritisation. Thereafter the used methods are           
explained. The Results chapter consists of 4 sections. First we go into the characteristics of               
larger segments of the global population. Then we review these segments and prioritise. In              
the third section we go into the characteristics of the hypothesised next adopters of              
Manyverse. And in the last Results section we shortly discuss a preliminary prioritisation of              
next adopters. In the next chapter the results are discussed to form an image of the                
segments and decide on the prioritisation of next adopters. Then further research methods             
are suggested. Finally the results are concluded. 

 

2 Ask project lead Wouter Moraal for details about the project. Welcome to the Manyverse was 
financed largely by the SIDN fund and some volunteering by the project lead and others involved in 
the project. 
3 'NGI Pointer Draft', application for SSB backend R&D 
https://hackmd.io/393lDTV7SNSY1ubYQJ0vrw  

https://hackmd.io/393lDTV7SNSY1ubYQJ0vrw
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Hypotheses 
From the conversations with key people in the Manyverse and SSB community it was              
hypothesised that the next wave of Manyverse users could be both 'outcasts' of             
Facebook-related apps, and people who are sparsely connected to the internet. These            
groups fit with the unique selling points of Manyverse (see Appendix A). The outcasts might               
include privacy conscious people, activists, oppressed minorities, ad-tired people or those           
who are principally against ads, and LGBTQ people. As for sparsely connected potential             
users we are thinking of remote rural and indigenous communities in the Global South. We               
also imagine the outcasts to have friends who are still on apps of the Facebook suite. As                 
Manyverse is not an app specialised for any goal but communication between friends and              
acquaintances, it is to be expected that these next wave users will try to spread Manyverse                
amongst also their non-expert friends. This reasoning makes it clear that if we imagine the               
use of Manyverse by the next wave of (partly) expert users, we also need the onboarding UX                 
of Manyverse to be ready for their non-expert friends. It is further expected that a               
Facebook-suite like social medium is not fun and useful unless it makes you stay in touch                
with your friends. 

From the conversations it came forward that there might be a distinction between the              
Global South and the Global North concerning connectivity and social media use. Indicators             
of fertility pointing to this divide for mobile first social media (such as Manyverse) usage and                
spreading could be: the levels of mobile technology use, internet access, and current levels              
of social media uptake. These parameters we can examine for the both the user segments               
of the connected and the less-connected people in the world. 

The expected elements of the onboarding process for Manyverse which are thought            
to be most important are the sending of an invitation to a new user, and the receiving the                  
invitation, downloading the app and accepting or rejecting the invitation by this new user.              
Additional parts of the onboarding experience are thought to be the creation of a user profile,                
the setup of a device-loss recovery or new device migration option, connecting to new              
friends or other people to follow, and if needed setup connectivity. The device loss and               
connectivity are not yet explored in this research. We focus first on the most important part                
of invite handling and on social actions such as identity formulation and befriending or              
following. 
 

Literature review 
There are two social and cultural spreading mechanisms that I would like to focus on. In                
short: larger and more intense networks, and the spreading of cultural and social capital. 

Technology adoption is influenced by the subjective norm that a person experiences            
in their social network. Network parameters that have been theorised to enhance subjective             
norms in the social network graph are: high tie strength, high levels of network centrality,               
high levels of network density. Additionally note that the norm should be perceived as a               
positive by the potential user in order for the chance of adoption to increase, not negative                
(Ten Kate, Haverkamp, Mahmood & Feldberg 2010). As a consequence, features and            
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upsides of the medium which are highlighted by surrounding friends should fit the             
preferences and goals of the person that is to adopt this new technology. For example, if                
your preference is to see funny videos made by friends but all of your friends say that                 
Manyverse is nice because it enables lengthy textual discussions with strangers, this will not              
contribute to your adoption of Manyverse. 

A theory which can help to think about the direction of the adoption of new               
technologies is the theory of social, cultural and economic capital. Bourdieu states that the              
upper class culture, such as habits and technology use, generally finds its way down to the                
lower classes through appropriation. In the case of social media use the driving force behind               
this appropriation is the access to greater social capital, which can then be converted into               
cultural and economic capital (Gil de Zúñiga, Jung & Valenzuela 2012). The other way              
around, getting lower classes who are less connected to use a social medium and expecting               
it to be appropriated by the middle and high class would go against the grain of most people.  

Another empirical study has suggested that the subjective norm and perceived social            
capital could positively influence the perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. The             
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use were found to be the most robust indicators               
of the intention that someone will adopt a social network technology (Choi & Chung, 2013).  

Methods 
To form an overview of the prerequisite knowledge and the hypotheses and research             
questions and to collect feedback on them, the author started out by giving a presentation to                
the key Manyverse and SSB key people. This resulted in a narrower research question. 

To map out the possibly useful design methods the CMD method pack was used to               
brainstorm and evaluate several methods (see Appendix C). Due to time-constraints only a             
couple of the methods were used, while other methods which were thought to contribute less               
to the design process were discarded.  

The author then proceeded with an in-depth structured expert interview with Nicolás            
Pace on the sparsely connected user segment (Moraal & Pace). This interview was             
conducted a synchronously over chat app Signal. Questions were posed in text messages             
and answers were mostly given by audio message (see full transcript of the interview in               
Appendix B). The interview is referred to in the first and second Results section. 

Next, market research on the relevant indicators for connectivity and social media            
use was consulted. The results form an insight into which segments globally would be the               
most 'fertile' for mobile social media use.  

Then a user-survey was created and spread including in-depth questions. The           4

survey was spread within the network of the team members with the intention of collecting               
answers from especially the hypothesised next adopters. The diverse survey questions           
ranged from the expected connectivity indicators to personal characteristics, the view of the             
potential users on social media and their experiences with it. 44 responses were collected. 

After the closing of the survey the part of the data with immediate use to form                
onboarding persona's was extracted and visualised (see Section 3 in the Results).  

4 It is possible to contact the author for access to the Kobo user survey XML file (excluding data) if it 
was not provided alongside this report. Survey was open for submissions during September 2020. 
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Results 

Characteristics of the main user segments 
This section discusses the different characteristics of the hypothesised segments: device           
ownership, internet connectivity, social media use in general, reasons for social media use             
and personal network characteristics. Thereafter we can judge what the user segments            
which are fertile to social media like Manyverse look like.  
 
On a high level we can roughly divide the envisioned users of Manyverse into two               
categories: the 'Global South' and the 'Global North' (Pace 2020). This rough division we use               
as a mix of both the geographical northern and southern hemisphere and of the economic               
gap between what are often called 'developed countries' and 'less developed countries', or             
'advanced economies' and 'emerging economies' (Silver, 2019). Then further, the people           
living in these two parts of the globe can be usefully divided further into (sub)urban and rural                 
areas. Because of the partners' expertise during this project we will focus more thoroughly              
on Europe and the United States (U.S.), for the Global North, and Latin-America for the               
Global South. 
 
We can see that in general the difference between the Global North and Global South exists                
on both phone and smartphone ownership, internet use and social media use (see Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1. Mobile technology, internet and social media use was more common in advanced              
economies in 2018 (Silver, 2019). 
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To be able to get a more detailed picture of who these users of smartphone, internet and                 
social media are, we will discuss each of them separately in more detail below. 

Device ownership 
The global trend is that smartphone ownership is increasing, and in the U.S. smartphone              
ownership has in the start of 2019 (81%) surpassed ownership of other devices such as a                
desktop or laptop computer (74%), a tablet (52%)(PEW Research Center, 2019). At least in              
the U.S. the amount of people who depend on their smartphone as their only digital device to                 
go online with has risen in the last decade (PEW Research Center, 2019), and I do not                 
expect this trend to be limited to the U.S.. Smartphone dependency is higher amongst young               
adults (18-29 years old, no data on minors) and people with a lower income (see Figure 3)                 
and education level (PEW Research Center, 2019). Across the globe mainly young people             
use smartphones. In emerging economies mobile ownership has risen most among young            
people in emerging economies and among older generations in advanced economies           
(Silver, 2019; see Figure 4). Smartphone ownership is more common across the globe             
amongst younger and the better educated people (see Figure 5).  
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Figure 2. On the left, smartphone and phone ownership per country           
(Silver, 2019). 
Figure 3. On the top right, smartphone dependency by income group           
per year (PEW Research Center, 2019). 
Figure 4. Bottom right, smartphone ownership compared between 2013 and 2018 for a             
selection of emerging economies (Silver, 2019). 
 
There are some gender gaps in smartphone ownership, which are most apparent in India,              
where more men than women owned smartphones with a difference of 19% (for age <50)               
(see Figure 5; Silver, 2019). We can assume that the gender differences are more in favour                
of men in more patriarchal societies (Moraal & Pace), and can be reversed in favour of                
women in less patriarchal societies (see Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. Age education and gender, and smartphone ownership (Silver, 2019). 
 
There is a general gap between the rural and (sub)urban communities in terms of device               
ownership and connectivity.This gap does not differ between the Global North and Global             
South, but the levels of device ownership vary consistent with the wealth of a country. So in                 
a country in the Global South the levels of connectivity and technology adoption is generally               
lower, and so those levels are even lower for the rural populations there. To illustrate that the                 
gap also exists in the Global North and exhibits the above mentioned behaviour take a look                
at Figure 4. In the U.S., a country in the Global North, people living in rural areas are less                   
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likely to have a smartphone than people in urban and suburban areas (see Figure 6).               

 
Figure 6. Internet connectivity and device ownership for rural, suburban and urban            
populations in the U.S. across time (Perrin, 2019). 
 
In the more advanced economies you can find more devices per family and even one device                
per person. While in the emerging economies in the Global South it is common for a family                 
to own only one device (see Figure 2; Moraal & Pace). In patriarchal societies, such as India                 
most strongly showcases, the dominant male figure in the family usually carries the device              
with him. He can divide access to the device to other family members and will monitor what                 
happens on the device. This may raise issues of privacy and freedom, among others (Moraal               
& Pace).  

Connectivity 
Connectivity and internet use are connected to the wealth of a country (see Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Internet use against GDP per capita per country in 2017 (Silver & Johnson, 2018). 
 
The difference in internet use between the Global North and Global South is striking, but the                
gap seems on first sight seems to be slowly closing (see Figure 8).  

 
Figure 8. Internet use in advanced and emerging economies (Silver, 2019).  
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For internet connectivity we can see similar disparities as for device ownership between             
Global North and Global South and rural and (sub)urban. There is also for example the               
difference in internet use by different age groups (see Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9. Internet use and age difference (Schumacher & Kent, 2020). 
 
We can similarly assume that rural areas will always be lagging behind (sub)urban areas in               
terms of connectivity. The level of connectivity and technology adoption in rural areas just              
rise as the urban and suburban rise as well. 
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"[...] the more wealth a country has the more resources the rural            
communities have to provide for other than basic needs, such as           
connectivity." 
- Nicolás Pace, LibreRouter (Moraal & Pace) 

 
As you can see in Figure 8 it was projected that the growth of internet connectivity would                 
increase in the past couple of years. The growth of world-wide coverage of internet              
connections has actually been slowing down dramatically in recent years. In 2025 it is              
expected that internet coverage will only connect 60% to 70% of the world-wide population              
(Bidwell & Jensen 2020). The high price of internet access compared to the income of the                
population, caused by a non-competitive market in certain countries, is seen as the major              
deal-stopper for expansion of internet access. It is measured by the "1 for 2 criterion. The                
"one for two" means that for the person with an average income 1GB of data can be                 
purchased for 2% or less of their monthly income (Alliance for Affordable Internet, 2020). In               
Central- and South America the "1 fo 2" affordability criterium was only hit in 10 out of the 20                   
countries (Alliance for Affordable Internet, "... Americas", 2020) . On the African continent            5

only 10 out of 45 countries matched this criterium (Alliance for Affordable Internet, "...              
Africa", 2020) . In Asia that is 16 out of 25 countries (Alliance for Affordable Internet, "...                6

Asia", 2020).  7

It is also worth noting that commercial companies unhindered by political agreements            
about connectivity seem to generally not consider remote communities of 3000 people or             
less to be commercially viable for connectivity. Rural small rural populations who live in the               
vicinity of a national road can often access cellular networks (possibly with internet access) if               
they travel to this road (Moraal & Pace). So without governments stepping in somehow or               
community networks being rolled out it is unlikely that these communities will ever be              
connected and connectivity will be reserved to the economic elites. This is the most common               
situation in the Global South. 

Social media use 
In many countries some sort of social media is used (see Figure 10).  

5 Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican, Republic, Ecuador, Jamaica, Mexico, 
Paraguay, and Peru. 
6 Algeria, Botswana, Cabo Verde, Egypt, Gabon, Mauritius, Namibia, Nigeria, Sudan, and Tunisia. 
7 Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, Georgia, India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Myanmar, 
Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Turkey, Uzbekistan, and Viet Nam. 
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Figure 10. Social media use world-wide (Schumacher & Kent, 2020). 
 
As noted before, the percentage of people using social media is higher in the Global North                
(67%) than in the Global South (49%)(see Figure 1). This data about social media use is                
shown in detail in Figure 11. While the medians differ substantially between advanced and              
emerging economies, interestingly the emerging economy with the most social media use            
(Mexico) is still much higher or as high as the bottom half of the researched advanced                
economies. This disconnect has been theorised to come from the use of social media on               
other devices in some of the advanced economies in the bottom half. Still, smartphone users               
in every country are more likely to use social media than the people who own a basic phone                  
or no phone at all (Silver, 2019).  
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Figure 11. Social media use per country in 2018 (Silver, 2019). 
 
Following the same lines of device ownership, the younger, more educated and wealthier             
people use social media around the world: 
 

"In every country surveyed, those under 35 are more likely to own            
smartphones, to use the internet and to use social media than           
those ages 50 and older." 
- (Silver, 2019, p.3) 

 
Similar to device ownership the younger and better educated use social media much more              
than the older generations. In many advanced economies the differences between those            
under 35 and 35-50 are not extraordinarily large. In many emerging economies however the              
group under 35 is definitely the biggest user of social media of all age groups (see Figure 12                  
and 9).  
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Figure 12. Social media use and age categories in 2019 (Schumacher & Kent, 2020).  
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Figure 13. Social media use and education level in 2019 (Schumacher & Kent, 2020). 
 
In many countries there aren't big gender differences, and in some women are even more               
likely to use social media than men (see Figure 14). But as it goes for gender differences in                  
smartphone ownership, in Nigeria, Kenya and India men are more likely to use social media               
than women. 
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Figure 14. Social media use across age, education and gender categories (Silver, 2019). 
 
Again, income makes a big difference as well. As higher income people are much more               
likely to use social media (see Figure 15). This may also be explained by the median income                 
in combination with the conditions of the internet markets which can influence the price of               
access to social media (Alliance for Affordable Internet, 2020).  
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Figure 15. Income and social media (Silver, 2019). 
 
It makes sense to also look at what kind of social media different people are using. We can                  
see that when looking at platforms alike Manyverse on the general population in the U.S.               
Facebook was most popular followed by a rising Instagram (see Figure 16). 
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Figure 16. Social media use among U.S. adults over time (Perrin & Anderson, 2019). 
 
Young people are up front in the use of almost every popular social medium. Especially               
Instagram and Snapchat have become popular among the youth. Instagram and YouTube            
use seems to be on the rise for 18-24 year olds. Use of Facebook, Snapchat and perhaps                 
even Twitter seem to be declining (see Figure 17). 

 
Figure 17. Use of different social media platforms by U.S. adults in age groups in 2018 (left)                 
(Smith & Anderson, 2018), and in 2019 (right)(Perrin & Anderson, 2019). 
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Many people visit these social media several times a day, especially the less news oriented               
social media and the more often the social type of social media (see Figure 18). 
 

 
Figure 18. Times a day U.S. adults are visiting different social media in 2018 (left)(Smith &                
Anderson, 2018), and 2019 (right)(Perrin & Anderson, 2019).  
 
When looking at the table below you can see the different sub segments that certain social                
media are popular with. It is also visible that the higher the socio-economic class, the more                
use social media. Although Snapchat currently seems to have less (or lost) some support of               
the higher class (see Figure 19). 
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Figure 19. Use of different social media platforms by U.S. adults per demographic (Perrin &               
Anderson, 2019).  
 
There are several clusters to discover in terms of the use of different social media alongside                
one another. For example, Instagram users were likely to also use a lot of social media of                 
which Facebook and YouTube the most in 2018 (see Figure 20). 
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Figure 20. Percentage of adult U.S. social media users that also use other social media               
(Smith & Anderson, 2018).  

Why they use social media 
The top five reasons that people say they use social media world-wide is mostly to stay in                 
touch with what friends are doing, to stay up-to-date with news and current events, to fill up                 
spare time, to find entertaining content, and general networking with other people (see             
Figure 21). 
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Figure 21. Top 10 reasons for using social media globally (Valentine, 2018). 
 
A trend has been spotted where staying up-to-date with news and current events has              
become almost as important as to stay in touch with friends. The motivation of finding funny                
or entertaining content has also been on the rise. Interestingly, it seems that many social               
media users are increasingly using social media for passive consumption instead of active             
publication. As the top 4 motivations are all passive and the active sharing, searching for               
products and new people are on the bottom of the list.   8

To get a view of what people in countries in the Global South tend to use social                 
media for we can take a look at available data about a part of the world which is generally                   
near the bottom of connectivity and device ownership: sub-Saharan Africa. Most of the             
internet users there report using it to stay in touch with friends. This is followed by only half                  
stating that they use it to get information about news, and public services. What thereafter is                
most popular is payments (see Figure 22). 

8 Note: 'passive' and 'active' are both active in the way that viewing media content never is truly 
passive: the user interprets the content in a way which requires their own mental input. 
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Figure 22. Internet use in sub-Saharan Africa (Silver & Johnson, 2018). 
 
When looking at social media users specifically we see that when they choose to share their                
views on something in a post it is usually about popular culture or sports, less often about                 
religion let alone politics (see Figure 23). 
 

 
Figure 23. About what sub-Saharan Africans share their views (Silver & Johnson, 2018). 
 
For those owning mobile phones we can see that they tend to use it mostly for social direct                  
messaging purposes. Also taking pictures or video and making or receiving payments are             
frequent (see Figure 24). 
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Figure 24. Mobile phone use in sub-Saharan Africa (Silver & Johnson, 2018). 

Networking characteristics 
Furthermore it would be useful to see what the differences in network topography are              
between rural and urban populations. The percentage of strong ties (reciprocal relationships)            
was found on MySpace to be about 4% of a users online social network independent of                
living in a rural or urban area. But since rural social media users tend to have a much                  
smaller social network than urban social media users their number of close friends is lower               
than that of urban users. The social networks of urban users also span less geographical               
distance than those of urban users. They are also more distrusting about meeting new              
people through the internet. And since most social media relationships start offline and go              
online, and in rural areas offline population close to home is relatively small, it is explainable                
that rural users have a smaller online network. Actually the intention of rural users seems to                
be that they would like access to a wider range of people online. An interesting design                
suggestion that was made, is to make the distinction between being 'friends' or not less               
binary, especially for rural social media users (Gilbert, Karahalios & Sandvig, 2008). By this              
analysis and design suggestion it would seem that rural users seem to have difficulty with               
'context collapse'.  
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Prioritisation of user segments 
Members of the young, well educated, urban, and average-wealthier user group have larger,             
more intense and more diverse social networks (Gilbert, Karahalios & Sandvig, 2008; Silver             
& Huang, 2019). According to the technology adoption model discussed in the literature             
review this would increase the subjective norm and thus technology adoption if the norm is               
perceived as positive by the user. Also, since Manyverse is a tool for individual expression or                
empowerment and used on electronic devices, mobile first it makes sense that usage will              
grow where many individuals have access to their own smartphone (or other devices).             
Internet access is usually helpful when connecting to other people. However, it might not be               
that necessary as hypothesised for the rural population. They already have issues trusting             
distant people (Gilbert, Karahalios & Sandvig, 2008), so using a community networking            
option which has the ability to cover the geographic range of their friends, family and               
acquaintances might be sufficient for the rural population.  

When reviewing the information that was brought up during the first chapter we can              
conclude that the groups amongst which Manyverse as a social medium would spread the              
fastest are those with smartphones, regular internet access and who use social media             
mostly. The younger people under 35, mostly those under 25 years old. They live mostly in                
urban environments, and in a lesser degree suburban environments, and have a college             
degree or more in the Global North, or secondary education diploma or more in the Global                
South. This makes sense as colleges and universities are usually situated in the larger cities.               
They also earn around an average income or more. The larger group is situated in the                
Global North. We can make a ranking on an arbitrary top 6 countries in the Global North that                  
are most fertile regarding the above. We can combine the smartphone ownership (80% or              
above), social media use (70% or higher), and internet pricing (price per GB ranking)              
(Cable.co.uk, 2020) . This gets us the most ready countries in the Global North: 9

 
1. Israel 
2. South Korea 
3. Sweden 
4. Netherlands 
5. Australia 
6. U.S. 

 
We can also combine a list with the most fertile countries in the Global South which do not                  
differ too much with the bottom half of countries in the Global North. This also fits the                 
Manyverse value of inclusivity. When combining smartphone ownership (above 50%),          
internet affordability (fitting the "1 for 2" principle and ranked by ADI score), and social media                
use (above 50%) we get a list of countries in the Global South where the above mentioned                 
group would also be ready to use Manyverse on a larger scale. These countries in the                
Global South are ranked from most promising to less promising:  
 

1. Mexico 

9 Price per GB was absolute and not relative to average income in the country. Therefore it was only 
used to decide a ranking between certain countries that scored the same on the other two indicators. 
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2. Philippines 
3. Brazil 

 
For the above rankings we went mostly from the PEW research. Many countries have not               
been included in the PEW figures. Therefore the above rankings may be incomplete. 
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Gaining entry to the main user group 
Having delimited the main segment of focus to the young, well educated, urban, and              
average-wealthier user group visited above, let's see who the next adopters of Manyverse             
could be within this main user group. From the hypothesised next adopters the 'outcasts' of               
Facebook-related apps are still in scope. It was hypothesised that this group of outcasts              
might include privacy conscious people (among which technology geeks), oppressed          
minorities (for example LGBTQIA people among which activists), and those who are            
principally against advertising or people who are just tired of ads or capitalist consumerism              
(this includes eco-communities). Using a survey with in-depth questions, 44 responses were            
collected. The responses were filtered and analysed for information on the following            
onboarding persona's: privacy and security geeks (and technology developers), LGBTQ          
people (and activists), anti-capitalists (and eco-permaculture society people).  

During the survey it was first asked which social media they used. Participants could              
choose from a long list or add their own. Thereafter a selection of social media including only                 
the one-to-many social media apps which are more alike Manyverse was given and users              
had to choose the social medium which they spent the most time on. Social media such as                 10

Whatsapp, YouTube and Reddit were excluded from that list. The goal of that narrowing of               
scope was to elicit answers which would be useful in the context of Manyverse. 

Privacy and security experts/geeks 

Group category (and associated categories) 
Privacy and security experts/geeks (n=8) 

They also identify as 
Technology developers/geeks 75%, Males 50%, anti-capitalists 37.5%, Females 25%, (only          
25% or more overlap are noted). So additionally they may also tell us something about the                
group of technology developers/geeks. 

Gender 
Slightly more males than females (Males 50%, Females 25%) 

Age (mediaan of gem.) 
They are on older than 24 but still many are under 35. 

10 The choices for Manyverse-like social media: Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, TikTok, 
Snapchat, Weibo, WeChat, Mastodon, Secure Scuttlebutt (SSB), None of the above. 
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Region 
Suburban (62.5%), urban (37.5%) 

Occupation 
Paid work, sometimes caring for the kids (Paid work 87.5%, Household and caring work              
12.5%) 

Education 
Usually Bachelor or Master degree, minimum applied post secondary (Applied          
post-secondary 25%; Bachelor 50%; Master 50%) 

On what devices do they spend their most time using their most used social              
medium? 
Most time: Smartphone (87.5% of non blank), second most time: laptop (60% of non blank),               
small percentage prefer desktop, sometimes some users will use a tablet as a third option. 

What OS do they have there? (what app store probably) 
Smartphone social media use: 66.6% iOS, 33.3% Android  
Laptop social media use: 66.6% macOS, 33.3% Windows  
Tablet social media use:  100% iOS 
Desktop social media use: Windows 50%, Linux 50% 
 

What social media do they use? 
Most time spent / prioritization: Twitter (by far) 
Then come by order of most to least time/prioritisation: Reddit, Instagram, Facebook,            
Whatsapp, LinkedIn 
Some might also spend some time on: Signal, Telegram, Pinterest, Mastodon 
One respondent did not use a social medium on the selected list. 
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How did they join this social medium? 
 

 
 

Why do they use social media? 
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What do they dislike about their most used social medium? 

 
 

What do they like about their most used social medium? 

 
 

"Reddit has some nice things. [But] it's very US oriented and way            
too much sometimes. Instagram is sometimes nice, but not good          
for discussions. Together, Instagram for innocent pictures sharing        
with friends and family and Twitter for information and discussion          
are much better than Facebook that tries to do [it] all at once." 
- male privacy, security and technology expert/geek, 45-54 year old, The           
Netherlands  

The social medium of their dreams 
Privacy and security experts/geeks make a distinction between two kinds of social media.             
Firstly a Twitter-like social medium for up-to-date knowledge on areas of expertise from             
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experts directly (also from experts they have never met in person) or information on current               
events. They would also like the possibility to share knowledge about this area or discuss               
this information. Secondly, a Facebook- or Instagram-like social medium for sharing less            
political/niche pictures with friends and family. They want abusive content to be suppressed,             
but without much compromise to free expression. There should be no perverse incentives             
through monetisation. Preferably the social medium should not center too much around one             
specific part of the world (U.S. for example). Preferably groups of friends or family are               
incentivised to control (own and administer) the hardware and software that is used.  

Do they connect often?  
85.7% of privacy and security experts/geeks that use a one to many social medium (n=7)               
said they connected with new people on their most used social medium in the last year. 

With whom did they connect? 

 
 

If so, how do they initiate connections? 
Only half (50%) of the privacy and security experts/geeks who connected to new people on               
their most used social medium actively initiated a connection within the last year. The way               
which they used is to search for the names of the people they wanted to follow on the social                   
medium itself and then invited the person through there. 

Do they want to follow organisations or brands?  
They are not fond of brands. They would like to follow experts in certain fields, or friends and                  
family. The expectation is that these are mostly accounts tied to the experts in person.               
However, I could imagine that some knowledge producing organisations might be important            
to follow as well for people, if their staff does not do outreach on social media or if other                   
experts in the field do not post about the news from these organisations. But that last                
statement would have to be validated. 
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How do they save codes or passwords? 
From personal experience they can be expected to take a bit more effort for security. They                
use a password manager. But usually locally, perhaps not on their phone.  

LGBTQ people (and activists) 

Group category (and associated categories) 
LGBTQ people (n=4) 

They also identify as 
Activists (75%), anti-capitalists (50%), males (50%), females (25%), ecologic- or          
permaculture societies (25%), cultural or ethnic minorities (25%). Three of the LGBTQ            
people are part of five activists that filled in the survey. So this persona might also be useful                  
for gaining knowledge on activists.  

Gender 
Perhaps slightly more males than females (Males 50%, Females 25%), but sample size is              
really small and the LGBTQ category of course spans many genders.  

Age (mediaan of gem.) 
The survey was spread across social media, so it is still interesting that the older age groups                 
of the LGBTQ people are perhaps not on social media much or not following technological               
topics. But the sample size is too low and biased to say anything for sure. 

 

Region 
Suburban (75%), urban (25%) 
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Occupation 
Paid work (75%), or student (25%) 

Education 
Applied post-secondary (50%) and Bachelor (50%). But of course this cannot be assumed to              
be characteristic for all, perhaps more the technology oriented people.  

On what devices do they spend their most time using their most used social              
medium? 

1. Smartphone (100%)  
2. Laptop (66.6% of non blank)  

Sometimes some users will use a tablet or desktop as a second or third option. 

What OS do they have there? (what app store probably) 

 
 

What social media do they use? 
Basically Instagram first and Twitter second. They also spend some time on Whatsapp,             
LinkedIn, and some spare time on YouTube. 
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How did they join this social medium? 

 
 

Why do they use social media? 
LGBTQ people use their most used social medium mostly to fill up spare time. They also use                 
it to meet new people, share photos or videos, find funny or entertaining content, because a                
lot of their friends are on them and to stay up to date on current happenings. 
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What do they dislike about their most used social medium? 
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What do they like about their most used social medium? 

 

The social medium of their dreams 
LGBTQ people seem to want a social medium that is 'ethical', to share experiences with               
friends and family using photos mostly for fun or out of boredom. But also they would like to                  
know if people within their personal network have talents, help or spare things to offer, and                
to ask for help. They don't really like political conversations in that space. They would also                
like to discover some new people based on shared interests and/or where they live. It should                
be easy to suppress hate content. 
 

"A place where people are civil to one another. Share experiences           
with friends and family. Look for help if you need it." 
- LGBTQ male, 35-44 years old, United States  

  

Do they connect often?  
100% of LGBTQ people (n=4) that use a one to many social medium said they connected                
with new people on their most used social medium in the last year. 
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With whom did they connect? 

 

Did they initiate a connection? If so how do they initiate connections? 
Only half (50%) of the LGBTQ people (who all connected to new people on their most used                 
social medium) actively initiated a connection within the last year. The way which they used               
is to search for the names of the people they wanted to follow on the social medium itself                  
and then invited the person through there. 

Do they want to follow organisations or brands?  
LGBTQ people do not mention that they want to follow brands. They are explicit about               
wanting to follow friends and family and some interesting people (based on where they live). 

How do they save codes or passwords? 
This is unknown. They might behave alike the general population in this aspect. 

Do they want to supply a username? If no, what if they can change it later? 
This is currently unknown. An expectation is that some would wish to hide their real name.                
However, they say that it can sometimes be hard to verify that an account is who they says                  
they are. So they might benefit from an environment where at least others have chosen               
usernames that they can recognize. 
 

Anti-capitalists (and eco- or permaculture societies) 

Group category (and associated categories) 
Anti capitalists (n=11) 
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They also identify as 

All of the four respondents who identify with eco- or permaculture societies also identify as               
anti-capitalists. So this persona might also be useful for gaining knowledge on people in or               
surrounding eco- and permaculture societies.  

Gender 
Perhaps slightly more males than females (Males 54.55%, Females 18.18%). This might be             
a bias or somewhat of a real difference. 

Age (mediaan of gem.) 
It seems that an anti-capitalist mindset might be more present between 25 and 35 years old.                
From earlier interviews by Zenna Fiscella the average age of a persona of the eco-               
permaculture societies should be around 34 years old (Fiscella, 2019). 
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Region 
Urban (45.5%), suburban (45.5%), rural (9.1%). 

Occupation 
Paid work (81.8%), or student (18.2%) 

Education 
Applied post-secondary (36.4%), bachelor (36.4%), master (18.2%) and secondary school          
(9.1%). 

On what devices do they spend their most time using their most used social              
medium? 
The list below ranks from the devices used most of the time to the devices used third most                  
(or least) of the time: 

1. Smartphone (80% of non-blank), Laptop (10% of non-blank), Tablet (10% of           
non-blank)  

2. Laptop (30% of non blank), Desktop (30% of non blank), Smartphone (10% of             
non-blank) 

3. Tablet (100% of non-blank) 
One of the people did not use a one-to-many social medium, so n=10. 
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What OS do they have there? (what app store probably) 

 
There is a discrepancy where all of those who use a desktop for social media had previously                 
reported not using a desktop device. The similar situation applies to the tablet user. A               
probable explanation could be that they use the devices so little that they reported 'I don't                
use' earlier. Another possible explanation could be that they use a device of somebody else               
or a shared device and not so often. However, for this last explanation to be the case, they                  
had to misunderstand the earlier question to mean 'own' instead of 'use'. 

What social media do they use? 
Most anti-capitalists spend the most time on Twitter, Instagram and Signal. Sending direct             
messages is a substantial part of what they spend the most time on. Twitter is used by many                  
as well, but spread across the most to third most time. When looking at the total amount of                  
mentions we can see that Twitter is used by most of them. It is followed by YouTube and                  
Instagram. 
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How did they join their most used one-to-many social medium? 

 

Why do they use social media? 
Anti-capitalists use social media to stay up-to-date with news and current events. Many also              
report using it as an entertaining way to pass the time. Additionally they use social media to                 
stay in touch with their friends. 
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What do they dislike about their most used social medium? 

 

What do they like about their most used social medium? 

 

The social medium of their dreams 
Anti-capitalists are very adverse to advertising and commercial use and control over the             
social medium. They think it should be hard to use the platform commercially or as a paid                 
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influencer, when the incentives have detrimental consequences to the preferred usage:           
being creative, having fun, solving peoples problems by asking or looking for help, or gaining               
more knowledge. Additionally the eco- and permaculture society people would like to be able              
to talk to people within the group of their community of 150 people (Fiscella, 2019).  

Anti-capitalists want their use of the platform to be able to be pseudonymous. They              
want their use and information to be secure and private, by no tracking or zero-knowledge.               
The hardware should not be owned by commercial parties but by (groups of) users if they                
can be incentivised. It should work with private defaults, in which case you should be able to                 
have good control over who you share things with. They like to have control over what they                 
share and do not like that their posts can easily be shared outside of the people they trust. 

Anti-capitalists seem to define two different use cases, which can be present in one              
and the same person: connecting with friends and family, and learning about certain             
interests or memes from more distant people or parties. For their inner circle they want the                
communication to be intimate and fun using pictures and videos and customizable fonts and              
backgrounds. For their use for interests they like to be able to find certain people in an area                  
of expertise that they don't yet personally know. They would like to be able to search with                 
advanced options in textual content. They like respectful communication. 
 

"Combination of connecting with friends and learning from        
interesting other people/parties in a secure environment." 
- 24-35 year old anti-capitalist, The Netherlands 

Do they connect often?  
100% of anti-capitalists that use a one to many social medium (n=10) said they connected               
with new people on their most used social medium in the last year. 

With whom did they connect? 
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Did they initiate a connection? If so how do they initiate connections? 
More than half (60%) of the anti-capitalists (who connected to new people on their most               
used social medium) actively initiated a connection within the last year. The way which all 6                
of them used is to search for the names of the people they wanted to follow on the social                   
medium itself and then invited the person through there. Two of the six reported that it was                 
suggested. One sent an invitation through another medium. 

Do they want to follow organisations or brands?  
Anti-capitalists are very vocal about not wanting to be met with commercial influence. They              
might want to follow some non-commercial initiatives or organisations that feed their specific             
interests. 

How do they save codes or passwords? 
This is unknown. 

Do they want to supply a username? If no, what if they can change it later? 
Some would wish to be pseudonymous. However, they want to be able to trust, recognise or                
check if other people are who they say they are. 
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Prioritisation of next adopters 
All of the hypothesised next adopters quite strongly acknowledge that things could improve             
in terms of the social medium they use. They are also at least partly within the user segment                  
that was prioritised as most fertile for the use and spread of social media. So on first sight                  
they may all be interesting users to develop the onboarding process for. We can however               
prioritise the privacy and security experts/geeks lower on age. Also there  

Firstly, in terms of age we can see that the privacy and security experts seem to be                 
the oldest of the three groups. With at least half of its respondents above the age of the                  
focus segment and none below 25 years old. Given their relative old age they might not fit                 
into the focus segment that much compared to the other two hypothesised groups. The              
anti-capitalists seem mostly heavy on the age group between 25-34 years old. While the              
LGBTQ community had a very small sample size, it can be assumed that many of them are                 
in lower age groups as well, as for example being gay would bio-/psychologically not really               
be linked to any specific age group. 

From the above we can cautiously conclude that the evidence so far leads to a               
prioritisation towards LGBTQ people (and activists) firstly, anti-capitalists (and eco- or           
permaculture people) secondly, and then less so privacy and security experts/geeks.           
However, this is only taking into account their age. In the discussion we go further into how                 
to prioritise these user groups.  

Discussion 

Focus and prioritisation 

Fertile and less fertile user segments 
The focus segment consists of younger people under 35, and mostly those under 25 years               
old. They live mostly in urban environments, and in a lesser degree suburban environments,              
and have a college degree or more in the Global North, or secondary education diploma or                
more in the Global South. They also earn around an average income or more. We could                
focus especially on the top fertile countries in the Global North (Israel, South Korea,              
Sweden, The Netherlands, Australia, U.S.) and the top fertile countries in the Global South              
(Mexico, The Philippines and Brazil). The least fertile user segment can be summarised as              
older, lower-educated people living in rural areas, earning a low income, in countries without              
affordable internet access and where mobile phones are shared and/or often in control of the               
family patriarch.  

The order of more or less chronological adoption that we have in mind is:  
1. Next adopters: LGBTQ people (and activists), anti-capitalists (and eco- and          

permaculture people), perhaps privacy and security experts/geeks (and        
technology developers/geeks).  

2. The rest of the focus segment population 
3. Non-focus segment population:  
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This prioritisation does not mean that the less fertile non-focus population is not important to               
Manyverse. The focus is simply because we theorise that technology adoption will reach a              
critical mass earlier in the fertile focus segment and if it is usable by the less fertile segment                  
it will be adopted by those segments fast thereafter (see the Literature Review). An              
approach which would first target the less fertile segment would grow much slower and              
would be less likely to be taken up by the larger fertile segment. 

Next adopters 
The hypothesised next adopters are not so different from one another when trying to place a                
focus on them using the characteristics of the focus segment. They seem to differ in terms of                 
age somewhat and preferences in use of social media. Tentatively ranked from best to least               
fit we arrive at: LGBTQ people (and activists), anti-capitalists (and eco- or permaculture             
people), and privacy and security experts/geeks. A better fit with the most fertile age groups               
could benefit uptake of Manyverse with the most fertile young segment. However the age              
groups cannot be the deciding factor here, because the sample sizes of the groups surveyed               
were too low. More important is that the intimate use of a social medium in the form of                  
Instagram is more popular amongst younger generations. And we have seen that most of              
the LGBTQ people and about half of the anti-capitalists find connecting with their intimate              
circle most important. Another thing that may be taken into account in the ranking is the                
technical affordances of SSB and Manyverse, which seem better fitted to a 'small world'              
social medium. 

To elaborate, we see differences in wishes in different next adopter groups. These             
point to different expectations between Instagram and Twitter, as well as separate needs             
that people have. The quote below captures the scepticism that some users have to the               
ability to combining every function in one platform, at least without the ability for users to                
change it to their needs. The needs are prioritised differently in different groups. All groups               
use a social medium to stay in touch with friends and family (Instagram or sometimes               
Facebook), and another social medium to follow people or topics of (professional) interest             
(Twitter). For some of the surveyed users these functions can overlap in one medium. But               
mostly they prioritise one of both more than the other, leading to one social medium they                
spend more time on then the other. The privacy and security experts prioritise knowledge              
exchange and discussion. LGBTQ people prioritise friends and family and have a bit of              
overlap within Instagram to follow some interests. Anti-capitalists are quite mixed in terms of              
their time spent on social media usage, with a slight hang towards following the news or                
current events.  

 
"It's probably impossible to unite all features in one platform. Some           
people like browsing pretty huge pictures and videos, some like          
short fast updates on news stories, some like long numbered          
threads to publish 'articles', some like long threaded conversations.         
For any platform I think it's important for users to be able to tune it               
to their needs." 
- 45-54 year old male 
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The above insight could be used to prioritise next adopters. From the survey we get the                
feeling that the two uses are embodied in Instagram more than in Twitter. When looking at                
the age groups and which social medium they are most active on, we do see that they are                  
most active on Instagram. Instagram is more popular overall. Additionally, the most fertile             
user segment is young and under 25 years old and instagram is most popular amongst them                
as well and surpassing Facebook already. This would mean that the priority for next              
adopters should lie with the groups that are more into the Instagram type of use: mainly the                 
LGBTQ people (and activists) and the anti-capitalists (and eco- and permaculture people).  

Given the two very different uses and priorities by the user groups, trying to combine               
these uses in one Manyverse application seems like dancing on a knife's edge. However,              
when not focussing on the privacy and security geeks/experts, it might be possible to              
achieve. However further design-research and testing would be needed to make this            
decision. Otherwise choosing a more intimate use for Manyverse seems like it would benefit              
uptake by the larger population within the focus user segment. 

Further take-aways for onboarding 
We can summarise and compare the results from the next adopters to gain some valuable               
insights into what characteristics these groups possess that may be useful for designing their              
onboarding process on Manyverse. Additionally, these insights can be used in comparing            
the fit of these next adopters with possible designs of Manyverse in the next steps of the                 
design process. 

When looking at how the members of the next adopters first joined their most used               
social medium we see that anti-capitalists were adopting it because their friends told them              
about it or for another reason. In contrast half of the LGBTQ people surveyed was the first of                  
their friends to use a medium. For privacy and security activists this is also a common way of                  
joining, however most of them said that there was another way in which they joined the                
social medium. The other reason could be that many don't remember how they joined or that                
there is another reason that was missing in the survey.  

What we can say in terms of their willingness to invite others to their most used social                 
medium is that basically all of the members of the next adopter groups made a new                
connection last year. The only exception is that 1 of the 7 privacy and security experts/geeks                
using a one to many social medium did not connect with new people, but given the small                 
sample size it might be unwise to add too much weight to that. About half of all of the next                    
adopters said they actively initiated a connection (by submitting a friend invite or a follow).               
Only for the anti-capitalists this was slightly higher (at 60%). 

For the LGBTQ people and the privacy and security experts/geeks everyone who            
actively initiated a connection did so by searching the name of the person on the social                
medium and connecting through there. That was also the way in which all anti-capitalists              
initiated connections. However, they also reported to connect with suggested people on the             
social medium, and one reported to have sent an invitation through another medium. 

The anti-capitalists seem to find trust more important than the other two groups. As              
most of them connect (either sending or receiving an invite) with people they know in real                
life. Thereafter come strangers and people they know from another online medium. So they              
might hear about people through other people or another medium, or as a suggested person               
fitting their interests on the social medium itself, and decide to connect with them. Only 30%                
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decided to connect with friends of their friends, apparently without knowing them in real life.               
The same distribution is present with the privacy and security experts/geeks. The exception             
is that they connected in less different ways with different people. Another difference is that a                
similar amount of the privacy and security experts/geeks connect with people they know in              
real life and strangers. So they connect less with people they know in real life. For LGBTQ                 
the order of prior relationships fits a similar distribution as the anti-capitalists. However, the              
gap between the people they know in real life and strangers is larger on both sides. Also                 
they do not report to have connected with any people they knew online from another               
medium.  

The above suggests that most of the hypothesised next adopters know about those             
they follow in real life. Secondly, they have likely heard or read about a person through                
another person in real life or a broadcast medium, or partly through another online medium.               
Half of them decide to then sometimes search for their names in the social medium and                
connect with them. Often they might know the person from 'real life'.  

The only group where some did explicitly comment on not wanting to use their real               
names and no data being collected by the platform or other users to trace back to them were                  
the anti-capitalists (and eco- and permaculture people). They did also want to be able to               
trust that the people who initiate connections with them are who they say they are. About                
pseudonymity can be noted that it is a protection when all other security and              
privacy/anonymity measures have failed. There is still the possible deniability of a            
pseudonym. The other groups probably just expect privacy and security to be working for              
them in the background as part of an "ethical" social medium.  

Unsurprisingly the people most opposed to commercial use of a social media            
platform are the anti-capitalists. They do not want to see ads or commercial influencers with               
a bad influence on their self esteem. Anti-capitalists might however want to follow             
non-commercial initiatives on their social medium, apart from people. However, the           
overarching theme in who they want to follow amongst all three groups is that the next                
adopters want to follow human beings: friends, family, experts (who might also be part of an                
organisation). All of the groups had a prominent use of finding funny or entertaining content               
on social media. So apart from the aforementioned kinds of people, there might also be               
people or small organisations running funny accounts or some interesting expert           
non-commercial organisations. 

A theme adjacent to the above was found in all hypothesised next adopter groups.              
None of them liked the ownership and control of the platform and its hardware to be in the                  
hands of an unethical company or person. 

It is hard to say which of the hypothesised next user groups are most likely to be a                  
first adopter of a new social medium. There is not a significant amount of data to be sure and                   
lots of participants answered gave an inconclusive answer. When going from the survey data              
that we have can see that the LGBTQ people (and activists) might actually be most likely to                 
be the first among their friends to adopt a new social medium. 

Next adopter bio's 
LGBTQ people (and some activists) keep their social circle mostly into trusted friends and              
family. They see connecting with 'strangers' close to home which they heard recommended             
elsewhere as an important extra to pass the time in a fun way. They like to share photo's and                   
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video's. The combination of these two uses in one social medium works fine for them. They                
like conversations to be civil. They would also like to be able to use the social medium to be                   
able to see what other people in their trusted circle have to offer in skills or materials and to                   
look for help if they need it. 

Privacy and security experts/geeks see connecting with (international) strangers         
which are experts around their topic of expertise, and about which they have heard about               
through friends or broadcast media or have read about online as most important. They like               
this knowledge consumption to be quick and up-to-date. They also like to share knowledge              
or enter into a discussion with these experts they follow or with their own followers. They                
also like to have the possibility to share pictures with friends and family. They initiate new                
connections with others but are a bit more passive than others in that respect. They are                
sceptical in combining the two uses, and need some separation to avoid context collapse              
and fit their needs at the moment. They like abusive content to be suppressed, but not at the                  
cost of freedom of speech. 

Anti-capitalists (and eco- and permaculture people) like to share pictures, videos and            
experiences and to be creative with their intimate circle of friends and family. They also like                
to connect to friends of their friends and strangers they have heard or read recommended               
elsewhere or through suggestions in the social medium. They connect with these more             
distant people or parties to learn more about certain personal or professional interests or get               
some fresh memes for fun. They take security and privacy very seriously to control for               
information leakage and context collapse outside of their trusted contacts. For that end some              
might want to use a pseudonym, while still being recognisable to their trusted friends. They               
detest commercial use of the platform by companies or influencers. They would be in for               
following certain interesting non-commercial collectives or organisations. They don't like the           
pressure that comes from influencers and limitations on creativity. They want to be able ot               
find strangers to follow based on a certain area of expertise. They would also like an                
advanced text search ability. Anti-capitalists appreciate both fun and usefulness. Being able            
to get things they need through the platform is important for them as well. 

Further (design) research  
In further research, a few different designs (and their underlying technological stack) could             
be compared on how they impact these next user groups and other stakeholders. Also it               
might be good to look at the impact that other stakeholders in these different designs might                
have on the envisioned next adopters and other users in the focus segment and less-fertile               
segment. Moreover it would make sense to draw values that the user groups or us as                
designers find important into the decision-making process. This is an opportunity to also             
keep the less fertile user segments in the loop, so that their adoption of Manyverse is still                 
possible. During the next two sprints it is important to articulate values and stakeholders, and               
evaluate different possible designs of the Manyverse onboarding along those lines. We            
might also discover that some stakeholders might impact each other. This Value-Sensitive            
design approach should help choose the right onboarding user experience for the right users              
(Van der Stappen & Van Steenbergen, 2020).  

For the above mentioned approach, certain stakeholders may need some extra           
research to gain an understanding of their needs and possible impact on other stakeholders.              
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Especially next adopters outside of the focus segment may have expectations and            
behaviours that could lead to impact on certain values. 

Conclusion 
The prioritisation of user segments would be first the young, well educated, urban, and              
average-wealthier populations in countries with affordable internet access. It is advised to            
focus especially on the countries most fertile to social media uptake and spread in the Global                
North (Israel, South Korea, Sweden, The Netherlands, Australia, U.S.) and on the top fertile              
countries in the Global South (Mexico, The Philippines and Brazil). Within this focus segment              
we researched three hypothesised first adopters. We see that for the hypothesised next             
adopters common themes are the dual functions of (non-political) communication with the            
trusted friends and family circle and on the other hand the following - and sometimes               
discussion or sharing - of (up-to-date) news, memes and niche knowledge about hobbies or              
professions. Of the three hypothesised next user groups, the LGBTQ people (and activists)             
and the anti-capitalist (and eco-/permaculture people) seem the most useful to target due to              
their commonalities with the focus segment in terms of age and social media use. A fitting                
next step in the process of determining the onboarding user experience (UX) seems to be               
the Value-Sensitive Design approach.  
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Appendix 
 

A. Explanation on Secure Scuttlebutt (SSB) 
Secure Scuttlebutt (SSB) is an open protocol that implements lessons from human social             
behaviour in what is called its "humane stack". There are three main reasons why the               
humane stack of SSB differs from other centralised social networks, like Facebook,            
decentralised networks, like Mastodon, or networks using blockchain for communication or           
identity management. First of all, on Manyverse and SSB any user is the sole administrator               
of their own account, which results in self-determination and censorship resilience.           
Secondly, the network topology of SSB matches the social graph. Meaning that friends             
connect to each other, not to arbitrary servers on the internet. This avoids schisms in the                
network and it has considerable privacy and security benefits. Strangers cannot intrude into             
the network as they have to be invited. Also you can be confident in peers not tracking your                  
metadata, as you trusted them in the first place. Thirdly, unlike other types of online social                
networks Secure Scuttlebutt avoids any kind of centralisation. This property serves           
contextual privacy, especially when using private messages which are end-to-end encrypted. 

SSB stores all content and information of users and their friends locally on their              
devices. These stored messages will even serve as a remote backup in case that the phone                
of one of their friends is lost or broken. The local storage makes SSB apps offline-first by                 
default, so they can be used also when only sporadically (or never) connecting to the               
internet. Additionally, the local storage largely avoids server owners having adverse power            
over users. That said, like other networks Secure Scuttlebutt benefits from high availability of              
posts and messages and it needs to have a way to route the information through               
impenetrable Network Address Translation (NAT) and firewalls. SSB caters to these           
demands with so-called pub and room servers. Though these servers run software similar to              
the end user's SSB software and are not bestowed with any extraordinary trust. Moreover,              
the network stays fluid because users can be connected to many pubs and rooms at once. If                 
one server would go down, others are still there to make routing and messages available to                
its users. This is different from Mastodon, where all your data is stored on one server. If that                  
server goes down, you lose both your data and the means to communicate.  

In addition, Secure Scuttlebutt avoids P2P structures that represent any central thing,            
such as a public routing table or a chain of identities to be shared on all devices. Specifically,                  
SSB avoids using a Distributed Hash Table or a global blockchain. Global blockchains are              
heavy as they require nodes to store the entire chain and to waste CPU power. DHTs are                 
susceptible to spam and Sybil attacks. Moreover, both of these structures make the network              
unprivate, by making all information available globally. Instead, in Secure Scuttlebutt the            
routing and identifying information is shared only among peers in their parts of the network. 

Harassment, unwanted virality and confidentiality are three common challenges for          
social networks. On the one hand, it might be useful to be able to keep some public posts of                   
powerful people in the public record for accountability, even if it embarasses them. On the               
other hand, less powerful users need to be able to defend themselves online. SSB tackles               
this using its humane stack and encryption. 

https://scuttlebutt.nz/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_hash_table
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_hash_table
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcoin#Block_chain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcoin#Block_chain
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Harassment is less common on SSB because of the invite-based network structure.            
That said, harassment could still occur when a trusted friend changes their behaviour.             
Therefore SSB includes the ability to block other users. A block cuts the network connection               
between you and a harasser. Friends are alerted to the block and could by default help you                 
to enforce it by also stopping to send your posts to the harasser. 

It is still possible that if you invite some malicious peers to connect with you, your                
public posts could land in the hands of people by whom you don't want your public posts                 
read. And as posts are stored locally, total deletion or correction of messages can be hard.                
In SSB it would be easy to signal that you wish to delete a message. Your friends could then                   
by default help you by removing or correcting the post on their devices as well, effectively                
deleting or correcting the post throughout the network.  

To mathematically enforce confidentiality end-to-end encrypted messages have         
already been implemented in SSB. Encrypted group functionality is also on its way. Currently              
New Zealand company Ahau wants to give the Maori people the opportunity to map their               
ancestry and heritage through an SSB application. To Ahau and their users contextual             
security within communities is highly important. Therefore they are investing time into            
developing an end-to-end encrypted community messaging protocol for SSB. In addition, we            
are thinking about ways to make the server infrastructure more fluid and private by              
introducing a form of compartmentalisation to pub servers. 
 

B. Interview Nicolás Pace 
Asynchronous interview through Signal Messenger 1 September 2020 (Moraal & Pace). 
 
What is his role? 
Nicolas runs Libre Router and has as such traveled to tens of different countries around the                
world to explore and install locally run mesh networks. 
 
Questions and answers 
 
With urban and/or rural communities in what continents do you have in-person            
experience and knowledge? About what countries or (parts of) continents do you feel             
most qualified to talk based on your experience and knowledge about the people and              
their lives? 
 
It depends on how you define experience. I have lived in a community net before, in                
[inaudible] Córdoba Argentina. And I shared a fair amount of time with the community              
networks around that are around that community network. So: La Bolsa Libre , La Serranita              11

Libre , Anisacate Libre , Nono Libre . So all those communities are in one big cluster of               12 13 14

11 labolsa.libre.org.ar/comun 
 
12 laserranita.libre.org.ar/comun 
13 anisacate.libre.org.ar/comun 
 
14 NonoLibre/comun 
 

https://ahau.io/
https://github.com/libremesh/network-profiles/tree/master/labolsa.libre.org.ar/comun
https://github.com/libremesh/network-profiles/tree/master/laserranita.libre.org.ar/comun
https://github.com/libremesh/network-profiles/tree/master/anisacate.libre.org.ar/comun
https://github.com/libremesh/network-profiles/tree/master/NonoLibre/comun
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community networks, and I have a close relationship with them. I have inhabited in              
[inaudible] for a good time, for a good couple of months. And I think I have a pretty good                   
understanding of what their needs and their capacities, of then [at that time] because I am                
not living there anymore. 

Then I spent around a year in Mexico. Working for indigenous communities. With             
[inaudible] I shared another fair amount of time in little chucks, so one week at the time. In                  
those engagements I don't feel that I can represent them. But I can probably share my                
experience, my point of view, from the interactions that we had. We had interactions with a                
fair amount of communities. Mexico has a diverse landscape in relation to indigenous             
communities. They are more than 300 civilizations within the same country. In Mexico I have               
very close relationships with a lot of them. Though I can't speak for them I can ask a good                   
set of them if they would be willing to participate in an engagement. Minding that most of                 
them speak Spanish, not all of them. The ones that speak English are the privileged ones.                
So the sample might be biased, represented by that person.  

I am going in order from more engagement and interaction and participation to less.              
So I have been to Africa. Specifically to South Africa, Kenia, Tanzania, Uganda, and              
Lebanon but that is not [Africa]. From those countries I know the reality that I could attest to,                  
that I could see in my interactions. I haven't gotten related with the culture deeply. It has                 
been a more shallow relationship. Though I have been there many times, already. Common              
territory, shared territories are narrower. I can't speak of their culture, their interests, their              
ways of being [inaudible]. Their priorities. I can just share from what I have seen in a very                  
narrow sample. The longest I have stayed, was two times in rural South Africa in the eastern                 
cape. Where the [inaudible "insalany??] community network is.  

Oh, it is important to know that I have also facilitated many trainings in each of these                 
places. So I got to learn from the communities. From the interactions that I facilitated and                
from my ways of being that are more participatory. Where I share information broadly and               
[inaudible] I am giving information that I carry with me. But also I create a place where                 
information can flow. So a lot of interactions have happened in that region. Both in Mexico                
where I have facilitated 3 years of training for indigenous communities in a week long               
session with 30 people each time. And in Africa in the different African community network               
summits, where I also interacted for a week long. So I haven't facilitated the whole week but                 
just a small part of it. And I have been there to interact with everyone.  

In Asia my interaction has been much smaller. Where the exchanges have been             
limited to Amas in India. Where I have travelled around India, to different places where I met                 
different people. But always with someone that could help with all my interactions, so I               
always had a host that received me. And a brief visit to the Philippines, but that doesn't                 
count.  

I also went to Lebanon, though there is no community network. I can asses that it is                 
so different from my culture, that I can't speak at all from their perspective.  
 
When it comes to urban populations. Are there big differences or similarities between             
these countries or continents in 1. internet access and 2. smartphone use? 
And how about the differences between rural populations? 
 
You can assume that the rural communities will always be lagging behind the urban. So the                
relation between urban and rural stays. But the more wealth a country has the more               
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resources the rural communities have to provide for other than basic needs, such as              
connectivity. So, you will find that in rural communities of the global south, the porer the                
country the less connected they are. The availability of devices goes along the same lines. In                
the more wealthy countries you can find more than one device per family, even one per                
person. And if you go to countries like India for example you can find less than one per                  
family. So some families have one, some families don't have. And if they have one there is                 
one per family and its mostly in the hands of the male adult.  
 
You told me that there is typically 1 phone per family. Who are the members of an                 
average family? With how many are they? 
 
That's a tricky questions because it varies from place to place. I haven't done any census or                 
research on that. But in Mexico and India you can find families that are multi-core, like                
multi-generational families. Where you find the grandparents living together with the parents            
living together with the kids living together with the kids of the kids. I have seen that happen                  
in India and in Mexico for example. In my experience in South Africa is for what I have seen,                   
I could see multi-building households, where families develop within the same land. So let's              
say the child's family lives in the same land as the parents who live on the same land and                   
the grandparent's family. But each of them have their own building. And also I have seen big                 
houses where everyone lives in the same space. 

In Argentina the people live crammed in one building, only if they are in a slum. If                 
they are not in a slum, they usually have their own spaces. But you usually have your                 
parents. If one of them has past away then the other one you have living with you.  
 
Until what age do children typically live at their parents'? At what age do people               
typically get their own phone? 
 
I don't know about this. 
 
How many families - in a village of x families - can afford a smartphone? Is the                 
number of families with smartphones rising/falling/steady, and why do you think that            
is? Which types of families have a smartphone? 
 
I can't assess those numbers. But there are more than one study that you can check. I have                  
been following this information in the community networks newsletter that I have been             
publishing for the last year and a half. I can give you the links if you need.  
 
You talk about the limits of cellular networks and that they are often on national               
roads. Is internet served over the cellular networks as well or not? Do people have               
cable internet perhaps? 
 
In some it is, In some is not.  
Cable internet only exists In urban areas 
 
Are all family members allowed to use the smartphone? Who has the phone in their               
pockets typically or is it just lying around at the house? 
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So out of conversations with other researchers that have been exploring the topic, the              
discussing happens around who has the phone in their pocket. And how much they can               
control the access of the device. More than one person that have been observed that the                
situation that in patriarchal structures, and these are the most frequent ones, the situation is               
that the male dominant figure in the family carries the device with him, limited capacity to                
access the device and also monitoring everything that is done with the device. So wether the                
rest of the family can access the device or not is only the tip of the iceberg of the issue, and                     
also comes with privacy concerns and restrictions and the like. 
 
Could you tell me a story the typical day from the perspective of a smartphone ( for                 
example "I get unplugged from the power outlet at 8:00am by dad, who uses me to …                 
and puts me in his pocket to go to work at the lumberyard… and so on )? If not, that's                    
okay, then I could try to get this info from an interview with someone who lives in the                  
situation. 
 
I think this information is too detailed to share. I don't have this information. At least not from                  
first hand because I haven't asked for it myself. 
 
Are rural areas neither connected to internet nor cellular? Is the number of rural areas               
connected to the internet or cellular rising/falling/steady, and why do you think that             
is? 
 
Worldwide coverage of cellular networks hasn't been reached. And the reach of them has              
been challenged by the mobile operators. The mobile operators say that any community of              
3000 people or less will not not likely be connected by them, as there is no economic                 
incentive to go there. Basically there is no business for them there and they don't care about                 
developing any business for them there. They are not exploring the challenges either. And              
this is mostly the reality. Any community that is 3000 people or less, that is half of the                  
population on the planet are in these conditions. The exceptions are any community that is in                
the surroundings of a national road. And in general countries have agreements with mobile              
operators to provide connectivity in national roads. So those that are close to national roads               
might have access to cellular networks.  

The amount of networks is stable and ruralities is stable too. There is no growth at all                 
from my perspective. I think the WWW Foundation and the Alliance for Affordable Internet              
have studies about that too. 
 
In case of MESH connected villages: 
Do the Librerouter mesh networks typically connect one village to itself, or several to              
one-another? 
Have people been using the mesh network? If so, how many people on what village               
size? Which kinds of people have been using it (age, function ...)? And what have they                
been using it for (private, work, and for what precisely)? 
 
So the Libre Router has been designed with multi-village interconnection out of the box. So if                
one village grows, and one village can grow at any size, the LibreRouter will support the                
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village to grow, the networked village to grow. But also if a neighbouring village wants to                
create their own network with their own governance they can, and can interconnect easily. If               
they connect too close or very close to each other, if you run a wire from one to the other                    
they will interconnect automatically. So it is embedded in the hardware's capabilities. If             
people have been using mesh networks for more than 10 years in our communities. But also                
in other communities too. Mesh networks have been used not only by those who have               
deployed the networks but also by the community that the mesh network co-inhabits. The              
communities that we have deployed networks to, range between 500 people and 4000             
people. There is a study that Nicola Bidwell did that is very thorough. Nicola J. Bidwell and                 
Michael Jensen. You can find it at APC's website, which is connecting the unconnected.              15

They have basically 13 or 14 community networks in 3 regions. Where they have all this                
information, specifically for Quintana region. They [the networks] are used for any use.  
 
In case of NON mesh connected villages: 
If there is no mesh network available in rural areas, is there any other electronic               
communication which is used? If so, what is it and how is it used? What is it actually                  
used for in practice? Are they used widely and by whom are they used in practice? 
Are there any non-electronic communications methods used? If so, what are they            
what are they actually used for? Are they used widely and by whom are they used in                 
practice? 
 
Could you give an example of potential electronic eh.. like do you have an example of this? 
 
An example could be communication via radio, sneaker nets via usb or CD, or              
snail mail or even physical drop sites or whistling. Could you try to answer the               
question with these examples in mind? If you know about what relatively young             
people do, that would make it extra interesting. 
 
There are remote communities that use HF radio for communication, walkie talkies            
networks (like mesh but with people as proxies instead of routers). 

 
And my questions pertaining to URBAN context: 
 
What internet data-plans do people owning a smartphone usually have? Do they use             
(zero-rated) Facebook suite apps communicate to one-another? 
 
Yes, the zero-rated Facebook suite is the overarching situation, in the urban areas, yes. I               
can't attest what data plans people own. But in general it is the one that gives them more                  
access to the Facebook suite with less money.  
 

15 
https://www.apc.org/en/news/bottom-connectivity-strategies-why-research-community-n
etworks-necessary 

https://www.apc.org/en/news/bottom-connectivity-strategies-why-research-community-networks-necessary
https://www.apc.org/en/news/bottom-connectivity-strategies-why-research-community-networks-necessary
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Who are the types of people who mostly own smartphones. What do they do, how old                
are they? 
How do they communicate one-on-one or in groups online: call one another, send             
voice message, send pictures, video call, and/or send text messages or otherwise? 
Do you know of some other main tasks they use social media apps for? For example:                
vlogging, organising parties, birthday management, school work, professional        
resume/portfolio connections, etc.? 
 
My understanding of urban areas is very light. But if you want I can put you in touch with                   
people who are more deeply connected with urban mesh networks or community networks. 
 
Do you think that a social media application like Manyverse could and would be used               
by a. Rural mesh networked communities, and b. (Sub)Urban internet-connected          
communities in the global south? Why, or why not? 
 
I think there is a chance of it being adopted if it works better than the internet reliant social                   
networks like Facebook. 
The narrower bandwidth the more ssb is a valid alternative. 
The other feature that can be valuable Is the privacy respecting part, though this one is not                 
completely clear as you not always know with whom you are replicating with... 
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C. First methods brainstorm and schedule 

 
CMD methods pack cards used for first design methods brainstorm (see           
https://cmdmethods.nl). 
 
Sprint 1 - User Research (during the first 4 weeks of September): 
Plan process and methods 
Contact key potential users and stakeholders 
Research potential users 
Interview stakeholders 
Administer survey for potential end-users 
Do trend analysis 
Create context map 
Future scenarios 
Pick design principles 
Persona’s 
Form requirements 
Form guiding principles 
(Competitive analysis) 
(Create user journeys for sprint 2 and 3) 
(Create user stories for sprint 2 and 3) 
Form research report with findings from the above 
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Present research report 
(change report based on feedback) 
 
Sprint 2 - Design/testing: user creates and sends invite to new user (starting hopefully              
latest half October) 
Base level tests current story (time and number of clicks) 
Create user journey 
Create future user journey and request dev feedback 
Co-design with David (and André) 
Request dev feedback 
Change and send out for usability testing (several times…) 
Hand-off to devs 
 
Sprint 3 - Design/testing: new user receives invite and onboards (starting latest half             
November) 
Base level benchmark tests on competitor (time and number of clicks) 
(Base level benchmark tests on current (time and number of clicks)) 
Create user journey 
Create Manyverse future user journey and request dev feedback 
Co-design with David (and André) 
Request dev feedback 
Change and send out for usability testing (several times…) 
Hand-off to devs 
 

 
 

 
 


